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Abstract

The San Juan Watershed Agreement was implemented in 1996 between the 
federal/provincial governments and three major forest companies to develop a fisheries 
mitigation program for the San Juan Watershed on Southwest Vancouver Island.  Fish 
habitat restoration projects were identified, prioritized and implemented in the watershed 
to compensate for habitat losses due to logging activities.  The Harris Creek side channel 
development is one of the projects deemed a top priority by Pacheedaht First Nations.  
Support for this project was provided by the Pacheedaht First Nations, BC Ministry of 
Transportation, Teal Jones Forest Ltd., the Port Renfrew Salmon Enhancement Society 
and Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO).  The creation of off-channel habitat has proven 
to be very successful in the San Juan and Gordon River watersheds in providing stable 
spawning habitat as well as allowing salmon juveniles to survive winter conditions before 
re-entering the main stream as smolts.  In building the Harris Creek side channel, it was 
estimated that 15,000 square meters of wetted area would be produced.  The completed 
side channel as constructed actually provides 32,000 square meters of wetted area as it 
was designed to capitalize on a length of prime off channel rearing habitat that otherwise 
suffers from low summer flows.  Excavation of the channel uncovered prime spawning 
gravel substrate where a series of riffles were built to provide spawning habitat for coho 
and chinook salmon.  Habitat complexing was accomplished by providing a number of 
alcoves along the channel and by the placement of large woody debris where adults and 
juveniles will hide from predators.  It is expected that steelhead and trout juveniles may 
also use the channel for rearing.  Pacheedaht First Nations and DFO are working together 
on a post-construction monitoring program that will assess utilization of the channel by 
spawning adults and rearing fry, egg-to-fry survival and an evaluation of smolt 
production.  
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1.0 Introduction

The Harris Creek side channel was built to increase the amount of rearing and spawning 
habitat for coho and chinook salmon in the San Juan River watershed.  The side channel 
was constructed in the floodplain at this location to capitalize on a section of prime 
rearing habitat approximately 800 meters in length.  An increase of flow into this section 
enhances rearing habitat that would otherwise suffer from low flows and low dissolved 
oxygen through the summer.  Due to the size and cost of the project, construction was 
completed over a two year period.  

Phase I of the Harris Creek side channel project, completed in 2006, provided access to 
the floodplain through the reactivation and extension of an existing logging road.  Two 
culverts were installed and a crossing provided over a creek flowing from Lizard Lake.  
Approximately 1100 meters of the channel was excavated during Phase I (Harris Creek 
Side-channel Construction 2006-07).  Phase I also included the purchase and delivery of 
materials in preparation for the following year’s construction.  These materials included 
16 inch steel pipe, a mini-span bridge and a fabricated river intake.  

Phase II of the project involved the excavation of the entire channel, the installation of a 
river intake and pipe and mini-span bridge, and the creation of a flood protection dyke. 

2.0 Supporters

Phase I of the Harris Creek side channel project was funded to the extent of $37,247.00 
from the BC Ministry of Transportation, $68,917.61 from the Forest Investment Account 
(FIA) through Teal Jones Forest Ltd. and $10,000.00 in-kind from Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada (DFO).     

Phase II was supported through $30,000.00 from the BC Ministry of Transportation, 
$60,000.00 from the Forest Investment Account through Teal Jones Forest Ltd., 
$75,000.00 from the Pacific Salmon Commission and $12,800.00 in-kind from DFO.
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3.0 Project Design and Permitting

A license pursuant to the BC Water Act was issued to DFO on July 17, 2007 (License No. 
122697, backdated to March 9, 2007) by the Regional Water Manager, BC Ministry of 
Environment for the diversion of 15 cfs of water from Harris Creek to the constructed 
side channel.  Authorized works include the intake structure, pipe, constructed channel, 
modified stream channel and berm.  

Approval from Transport Canada under the Navigable Waters Protection Act was 
obtained on May 1, 2007 for the placement of an intake structure in Harris Creek.  In the 
interest of boating safety, a sign was secured on a tree along the stream bank upstream of 
the intake structure to provide a warning to the public.   

The road layout and design dated May 5, 2006 was approved by the Ministry of Forests 
and Range, South Island Forest District, as a permit under section 60 of the Forest 
Practices Code of British Columbia Act for Teal Jones Forest Ltd. within Tree Farm 
License (TFL) No. 46. 

DFO engineering staff prepared the channel design.  A flood protection dyke was 
designed to withstand a 1:50 year flood event which would also serve as a road to provide 
access for channel maintenance.  A re-assessment of the flood protection dyke was 
conducted as the project proceeded and it was decided that the dyke should be relocated 
to just upstream of the valve location, approximately 40 meters from the original 
location.  The length and height of the dyke was confirmed as well.

4.0 Construction

Refer to Fisheries and Oceans Canada report entitled “Harris Creek Side-channel 
Construction 2006-07” for a reporting of Phase I construction. 

The total length of the channel is 1.57 km which includes 680 meters of newly 
constructed channel, 86 meters of 400 mm diameter intake pipe and a mini-span bridge of 
the following dimensions - 1.8 m x 0.9 m x 12.6 m.  The overall wetted area of the 
channel is 3.2 hectares or 32,000 square meters.    

Appendix 1 provides a chronology of construction.  Construction began on July 6, 2007 
and terminated with opening of the valve on August 24, 2007.  

The channel was excavated to the lowest water table level, which was re-established as a 
result of the dry 2006 summer.  Approximately 20 percent of the machine time allocated 
to excavating the channel was used to re-excavate material brought into the channel as a 
result of flooding over the winter.  
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Some of the material removed from the channel was used to build up the protection dyke, 
however much of the excavated material was not suitable and required disposal.  
The 220 meter dyke was constructed between the river and the channel to protect the 
channel from flooding.  Angular rock was used to a height of 16 meters with rock keyed 
in at the toe of the dyke for stability.  Dyke placement was re-assessed as the project 
proceeded to enhance flood protection.  Suitable dyke material was acquired through the 
excavation of 2 pits on site in an area removed from the creek.  

Approximately 225 meters from the natural outlet of the channel is a narrow berm of 
sand 1 meter in width between Harris Creek and the channel.  This site was planned as a 
low flow outlet for the channel.  Based on an inspection of the surrounding erosion at this 
location it is expected that the narrow berm will be breached naturally over the winter.  
For this reason machinery was not mobilized to the bottom end of the natural channel to 
create this secondary outlet.    

4.1 Fry Salvage

Prior to commencing excavation of the bottom section of the Harris Creek side channel it 
was necessary to salvage all fry in the channel.  The bottom section of the side channel 
was wetted because an initial excavation of that section of the side channel occurred in 
Fall 2006.  Although the bottom section of the channel was isolated from the natural 
channel downstream and shouldn’t have had any fry in it, fry must have accessed it 
during high water Fall 2006 and Winter 2006/2007.  Also, because of the high number of 
Coho fry caught, it is possible that adult Coho spawned in the bottom section of the 
channel in fall 2006.   Minnow traps were used and all salvaged fry (and amphibians) 
were released below a fish barrier net downstream of the side channel.

After the first day of trapping it was observed that there was a high mortality rate for 
trapped fry.  Subsequent testing indicated low dissolved oxygen levels (2.0 to 4.0 mg/L) 
throughout that section of the channel, which could explain the high rate of mortality.  
Throughout the salvage process traps were moved to areas of the channel where less 
trapping mortality was observed.
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A summary of salvage efforts is summarized in Table 1.  On dates marked with a * only 
Coho fry were tallied.

Table 1.  Summary of fry salvage.
Date Coho 

(alive)
Coho 
(dead)

Stickleback 
(alive)

Stickleback 
(dead)

Other 

10-Jul-07 345 56 368 9 1 tadpole

11-Jul-07 143 23 6 16
2 newts, 4 
salamanders

12-Jul-07 130 26 217 23

13-Jul-07 224 17 138 7
1 salamander, 2 
tadpole

17-Jul-07 824 21 193 4
3 salamanders,             
5 tadpoles

*18-Jul-
07 534 42 n/a n/a 1 salamander

19-Jul-07 317 15 56 9

20-Jul-07 483 45 76 14
1 salamander, 1 newt, 
1 tadpole

24-Jul-07 618 1 3 0 1 dead red-tailed frog

25-Jul-07 304 0 69 0
2 tadpoles, 4 
salamanders

26-Jul-07 333 1 30 1
7 tadpoles, 2 
salamanders

27-Jul-07 339 0 53 0
7 tadpoles, 1 
salamander

*31-Jul-
07 372 1 n/a n/a

1-Aug-07 226 0 65 0
5 tadpoles, 1 
salamander

2-Aug-07 161 0 28 0 1 salamander
Total:  5353          248       1302        83            30 tadpoles

           3 newts
           19 salamanders
           1 red-tailed frogs
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4.2 Construction Delays

Dyke Relocation

On July 24th Graham Hill, an engineer contracted to DFO, visited the site to assess the 
hydrology of Harris Creek at the intake location as well as the placement of the protective 
dyke.  On Mr. Hill’s recommendation, the dyke was moved roughly 40m downstream 
closer to the valve.  It is believed that moving the dyke downstream will reduce the 
power of Harris Creek when it reaches the dyke at high water levels.  Construction on the 
dyke in its original location had already begun by this point so the dyke had to be 
deconstructed and reconstructed in the new location.  The relocation of the dyke took 2.5 
days.

Machinery and Operational

Due to the nature of the project and the machinery, operational and mechanical issues 
were inevitable.  Table 2 outlines the delays related to the machinery:

Table 2.  Machinery and operational delays.
Date Machine Hours Comment
July 27 1.25 Dave Key came to pick up a section of pipe for the 

Millstone River channel in Nanaimo.  An excavator was 
down for 30 minutes and the D7 Cat was down for 45 min 
because it was required to haul the pipe out.

Aug 1 20.75 The Link Belt excavator was down for 45 min because of 
a blown O-ring.  Also the Cat D7 broke down and was not 
repaired until Aug 9.  Although the Cat was down for so 
long, it likely would only have been used for two days 
during that period.

Aug 13 6.75 The Link Belt excavator was down for 5.0 hrs because of 
a blown line.  A truck was also stuck for 45 min and 
required both an excavator and the D7 Cat to get it out.

Aug 15 0.75 John Deere excavator down for 45 min because of a 
broken tooth on the bucket.

Aug 17 1.75 A truck was stuck for 45 min and required both an 
excavator and the D7 Cat to get it out.

Aug 21 16.0 The John Deere excavator broke down in the channel at 
9:30 in the morning and was stuck in the channel until 
16:00 the following day.

Total           47.25 Hours
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Weather

On Friday July 20th there was steady rain throughout the day.  Since the rain only began 
in the morning the machinery was able to operate effectively until mid-day when the 
material in the channel became too soft for the machines.  Operations were shut down at 
12:30, so lost production was three hours.

Upon arrival at site on Monday July 13th the channel, which had been excavated to just 
above ground water table, was under about 0.3m of water.  There was too much water for 
the machines to operate efficiently so other tasks outside of the channel were done until 
mid-afternoon.  Lost production was roughly three hours.

4.3 On-Site Safety 

There was a Safety Plan developed for the site that included PFD required on-site, 
potential hazards, evacuation plans, site coordinates, and emergency phone numbers.  
Shaun McIntosh and Jeff Jones were the only workers on-site with current OFA Level 1 
training.   

Incident report prepared by Shaun McIntosh, M.C. Wright & Associates.

On July 17th there was a serious safety incident on site.  The following is the incident 
timeline and an outline of what happened:

Table 3. Incident Timeline
Time Action
1520 hrs Worker injured 
1523 hrs First-aid attendant arrived at injured worker 

(Shaun McIntosh)
1545 hrs Left worksite for Port Renfrew
1604 hrs Arrived at paramedic station in Port Renfrew

Incident description

An excavator was lifting an alder log (approximately 0.5m diameter) off the ground.  One 
end of the alder log was buried under a pile of other logs so the alder log would not lift.  
There was a lot of pressure on the log from the excavator trying to pull it backwards and 
as the excavator let it go back towards the ground it sprung back and hit a worker, Wayne 
Romund, in the shin just above the ankle.  

I was about 150m from the site of the incident and did not see it happen.  Another worker 
was sent to get me and when I arrived at the site of the injury Mr. W. Romund was 
conscious and lying on his side.  Another worker had already been sent to bring a pick-up 
truck that was 500m away.
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After a quick assessment it was determined that Mr. Romund had not been injured in any 
location other than his leg and that the leg was not bleeding.  Since there didn’t appear to 
be any injuries other than the leg it was decided that it would be faster, while still being 
safe, for us to transport the worker to Port Renfrew in a truck than to have an ambulance 
come to us.  When moving the injured worked from the ground into the pickup truck he 
lost consciousness for about 5 seconds.  He did not lose consciousness again. 

It took 19 minutes to travel from the work site to the ambulance station where two 
paramedics were on duty.  Once at the ambulance station, the two paramedics took over 
Mr. Romund’s treatment and eventually transported him to a hospital in Victoria.  

4.4 Planting and Revegetation

All areas that were disturbed, including the channel banks, were seeded with West Coast 
Reclamation Mix.  The mix is comprised of:

o 5.0% Canadian Bluegrass
o 20.0% Alsike Clover
o 5.0% Azay Sheeps Fescue
o 30.0% Creeping Red Fescue #1
o 5.0% Orchard Grass
o 10.0% Red Top Bentgrass
o 15.0% Timothy
o 10.0% Birdsfoot Trefoil

Prior to construction, numerous elk (Cervus elephus roosevelti) tracks were found 
throughout the construction site.  In order to provide additional browse for elk (a 
provincially Blue listed species), willow cuttings were planted along 200m of the left 
bank of the channel.  In addition to providing browse for elk, it is hoped that these 
sections of willow will take root and act to stabilize the banks.

5.0 Monitoring Program

Post construction monitoring will be undertaken by the Pacheedaht First Nation staff with 
assistance from DFO Resource Restoration Division.  Of the total budget for this project, 
$5,000.00 was set aside for monitoring the fish utilization of the channel.

We will be monitoring both the success of spawning by Coho and Chinook salmon, the 
extent of smolt production in the channel and whether that production results in an 
increase for the system.

The Pacheedaht First Nation in coordination with DFO Stock Assessment Unit conducted 
a spawning survey throughout the month of November in the San Juan Watershed.  The 
Harris Creek spawning survey was expanded to include the new Harris Creek side 
channel.  The survey will consist of swims and stream walks to record the number of 
chinook and coho salmon utilizing the channel for spawning.  Other species of fish 
occupying the channel was also recorded.    
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Hydraulic sampling will be conducted during February or March, 2008 to determine egg-
to-fry survival.  Redd location identified and recorded during the spawning survey will 
allow a targeted hydraulic sampling. 

A mark-recapture estimate and field sampling program will be conducted in the spring of 
2008 to determine the mean weight of the resident juveniles and the overall population in 
the channel.  A test group of 15,000 – 20,000 unfed otolith-marked hatchery Chinook fry 
will be introduced into the channel and monitored from growth and residence time.  Fry 
will be supplied from the Port Renfrew Enhancement Society Hatchery.   

This assessment work will provide information regarding the suitability of created habitat 
for spawning and rearing Chinook and Coho salmon.  The extent that the channel is 
utilized for spawning, the success of egg incubation, and the availability of food and 
protection for rearing over-wintering juvenile fish will be evident.  

6.0 Recommendations

Following the monitoring program for 2007/2008 it will be determined whether there are 
adjustments required to the channel. For example, if there are few coho migrating into the 
channel from Harris Creek, we will re-evaluate the low flow outlet and possibly create a 
breach.  Money should be set aside for maintenance and repair of the channel following 
the 2007/08 winter season.

In order to access gravel for dyke construction, a pit was dug roughly 50m from the 
channel and back filled with large woody debris.  Removing some of the large woody 
debris and connecting this pit to the Harris Creek side channel will create high value off-
channel alcove habitat. More options for the creation of off-channel alcove habitat have 
also been identified.  
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7.0 Financial Statement
Table 4.  Funding sources and expenditures.
Project 
Expenditures

FIA Teal 
Jones 
Forest Ltd. 
($60,000.00)

B.C. Ministry 
of 
Transportation
($30,000.00)

Pacific 
Salmon 
Commission
($75,000.00

DFO In-
kind 
contribution
($10,000.00)

Overhead 
Costs

$3,750.00

Site 
Supervision 
and 
Reporting 
(includes 
expenses)

$5,679.67 $23,207.05 $2,556.42

Labourer 
(includes 
expenses)

$8,040.00

Heavy 
Equipment 
and 
Fabrication

$55,823.1 $2,760.00 $52,566.00

Materials 
and Supplies

$2,521.00 $139.4

Site 
Monitoring

$5,000.00

Total 
Expenditures 
By Funding 
Source

$61,502.77 $28,727.6 $72,051.82 $10,000.00

Project Total $172,282.19

8.0 References

Fisheries and Oceans Canada. 2006. Harris Creek Side Channel Construction 2006-07.
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Construction Chronology



Chronology of Construction at Harris Creek, 2007

Description or Event 6-Jul 7-Jul 8-Jul 9-Jul 10-Jul 11-Jul 12-Jul 13-Jul 15-Jul 16-Jul 17-Jul 18-Jul 19-Jul 20-Jul 23-Jul 24-Jul 25-Jul 26-Jul 27-Jul 30-Jul 31-Jul 1-Aug 2-Aug 3-Aug 7-Aug 8-Aug 9-Aug 10-Aug 13-Aug 14-Aug 15-Aug 16-Aug 17-Aug 20-Aug 21-Aug 22-Aug 23-Aug 24-Aug 15-Oct

Review plans with contractor on site and walk 
the project

Mobilize Equipment to Site and De-mobilize

Fish salvage

Upgrade road and build turn-around

Transport pipe to intake site at Harris Creek

Transport LWD to channel

Excavate cut for intake pipeline

Instalation of intake pipeline

Fall dangerous trees

Channel excavation to a depth just above the 
water table

Excavation of channel to final depth

Complexing channel

Construction of road/dyke

Sorting armouring material and transporting 
to dyke - Armouring the dyke

Installation of crossing and culvert.

Monitoring for spawning fish 

*Chronology of construction only includes working days, it does not include 
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Downstream view around the firs      Downstream view of channel just below  

Photos by Project

 
Project: Harris Creek Side Channel (HARRISSIDECHNL)
Site: Harris Creek Side Channel (HARRISSIDECHNL)
Phase ID: PHASE1
Phase Type: Construction

bend of the channel (0+200). the access rd crossing (0+525).

Fish barrier net downstream of fry
salvage (0+770).

Excavator loading truck with channel
material (0+100).



Looking upstream at section that has
been dug out for the intake pipe
(0+100).

Section dug for intake pipe and platform
built to act as a welding area (0+40).

Upstream view of welding area and
section dug for intake pipe (0+100).

Cat dragging the pipe along the channel
to the welding platform (0+200).

Complexed alcove at 0+200. Looking along the access rd/dyke across
the channel - prior to bridge being
installed (0+475rd).



Looking upstream at valve, complexed
first pool, and protected inside bank of
the dyke (0+175).

Upstream view along the access
rd/dyke.

Al maneuvering pipe for Doug and
Dave (0+100).

Excavator building spur from channel to
access road/dyke (0+190).

Al digging the hole for the intake pipe
(0+85).

Zoom photo of Dave welding in the
shade (0+85).



Hole for intake pipe cut to final depth
(0+115).

Doug Poole supervising the placement
of the pipe into the trench (0+75).

Downstream view of the pipe in the
trench (0+45).

View of oil boom in Harris Creek and
level set up for surveying during the
intake pipe installation (0+40).

Broken weld on the pipe.  The break is
only 3/4 around the pipe in this photo
(0+45).

Trying to repair the broken weld
(0+70).



Weld completely broken (0+40). Valve prior to installation.

Intake prior to installation. Oil boom in Harris Creek.

Excavating channel at 0+250. Filling over top of intake pipe (0+110).



Al clearing material to connect the
intake to the pipe (0+25).

Silt in Harris Creek from excavator
clearing material for intake (0+20).

Al manouvering the intake. Al manouvering the intake.

Equipment building dyke (0+40). Intake in Harris Creek (0+25).



Building dyke (0+50). View of the valve, the channel, and the
access rd/dyke (0+90).

View of the valve and the dyke being
built (0+110).

Fuel truck spill containment.

View of Gee traps used for fry salvage. Excavator building the dyke to elevation
(0+40).



View of channel and access rd/dyke
from on top of the dyke (0+45).

Upstream view of channel under water
after a weekend of heavy rain (0+175).

Upstream view of the dyke at 0+100. Excavator de-building the dyke
(0+150).

Amphibian captured in Gee trap during
fry salvage.

Excavator de-building the dyke
(0+100).



De-building the dyke (0+40). De-building the dyke (0+45).

Excavating channel at 0+250. Amphibian caught in Gee trap during
fry salvage.

The dyke re-built in new location
(0+110).

Al hit shale material in the channel
(0+450).



Excavator digging test holes in small Red-legged frog on site.
channel that flows into the Harris Creek
side channel.

View of channel excavated to just above
the ground water table (0+275).

View of channel excavated to just above
ground water table (0+225).

Riprap armouring piled in front of the
dyke (0+40).

View of the access rd/dyke (0+450rd).



View of the access rd/dyke (0+350rd). View of access rd/dyke.  Note the blue
spraypaint on the tree in the top right of
the picture, this was the elevation the
dyke had to be raised to.

Upstream view of channel excavated to
just above ground water table (0+200).

Excavating channel and dumping the
material onto the dyke (0+90).

Excavator building up the dyke (0+50). Excavator building first pool
immediately downstream of valve
(0+90).



Excavating channel and building first Upstream view of valve, pool, and dyke
riffle (0+125). (0+145).

Downstream view of channel
excavation (0+125).

Upstream view of channel excavation
and surveying (0+200).

Downstream from on top of dyke. View of excavator complexing channel
at 0+190.



Building the dyke to elevation (0+140). Complexing the channel at 0+260.

Upstream view of channel with LWD
and riffles at 0+350.

Upstream view of complexed channel
with LWD at 0+300.

Downstream view of truck hauling
excavated material out of the channel.
Note the deep water the truck is driving
through.

Downstream view of the plug left in the
channel to prevent dirty water from
ending up in the wetted bottom section
of the channel until all fry salvage was
complete (0+625).



View of excavator working on access rd
across the channel (0+450rd).

Truck hauling LWD (stumps) to the
bottom end of the channel (0+500).

Complexing the top pool with roots
(0+25rd).

Complexing the top pool with a large
stump (0+10rd).

Eric beginning to armour the dyke. Red-legged frog in the bottom end of
the channel (0+630).



Cat and Excavator attempting to get the
truck unstuck.

Excavator attempting to get truck
unstuck.

Upstream view of excavating channel
with shale material (0+475).

Downstream view of excavating
channel and hauling the material to the
access rd/dyke (0+425).

Upstream view of complexed channel
(0+370).

View of armouring on dyke.



View of Cat cleaning up the area
upstream of the dyke (0+0rd).

View of the complexed alcove built at
0+200.

Armouring dyke. Photo of truck hauling span bridge
down to the channel.

Using riprap to build riffles (0+125). Complexing the bottom end of the
channel (0+700).



Complexing the bottom end of the
channel (0+740).

Stumps for complexing the bottom end
of the channel (0+650).

Excavating channel and creating an
island in the channel (0+660).

View of area upstream of dyke (0+0rd).

Downstream view of complexed bottom
end of the channel (0+650).

Upstream view of channel with island
(0+625).



Upstream view of complexed channel
(0+725).

Installing the span bridge across the
channel.

Covering the span bridge and
compacting the material.

Al compacting material on top of span
bridge.

Al compacting material on top of span
bridge.

View of excavator building riffle just
downstream of crossing.



Downstream view of channel below the
crossing (0+475).

Eric armouring around the bridge
crossing (0+460).

Downstream view of complexed
channel (0+600).

Downstream view of complexed
channel (0+625).

Downstream view of where the
excavated channel meets the natural
wetland (0+725).

Ditch dug at the bottom of clay face.



Installing a cross-drain in the access
road above the channel.
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